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Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) fabricated with transparent host materials and ﬂuorescent organic dyes are cost eﬀective
and versatile tools for solar power production. In this study, the ﬁrst ﬂexible, front-facing LSCs utilizing Lumogen F Red 305
(LR305) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) were demonstrated. Bulk-doped devices, fabricated with dye evenly distributed
throughout the waveguide, were optimized for light gain with LR305 concentrations between 0.075 and 0.175 g/l. Thin-ﬁlm
devices, fabricated with a thin layer of luminescent material applied to the bottom side of the waveguide, were optimized
between 0.5 and 0.75 g/l. The bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm devices produced light gains of 1.86 and 1.89, respectively,
demonstrating that ﬂexible designs can be developed without sacriﬁcing power production. Bulk-doped devices proved to be less
eﬀective than thin-ﬁlm devices at collecting direct light due to the placement of ﬂuorescent dyes above the front-facing solar
cell. Thin-ﬁlm devices demonstrated less light collection than bulk-doped devices further from the device centers possibly due to
quenching and self-absorption losses at higher dye concentrations. Light collection was minimally impacted by moderate
bending in both LSC designs, suggesting that ﬂexible, front-facing devices could be eﬀectively deployed on curved and uneven
surfaces. Finally, optical measurements of the LSC waveguides suggest that they could support plant growth underneath. Similar
designs could be developed for applications in agricultural settings.

1. Introduction
Photovoltaic module prices have decreased dramatically over
the last decade [1, 2], and by some estimates, U.S. and global
solar capacities will more than double in the next ﬁve years
[3, 4]. In light of the growth and trajectory of solar markets,
it is important to investigate the space-related requirements
and limitations of solar technologies in order to develop land
resources mindfully. Several researchers have explored best
practices for minimizing land use and environmental disturbances when working with more established solar technologies [5–9], while several others have developed systems that
allow for power generation in a greater variety of locations
[10–14]. Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs), ﬁrst developed in the 1970s, are a promising group of semitransparent
solar devices that can be deployed in a variety of alternative
settings [15–17]. In this manuscript, we explore the use of

LSCs for more eﬃcient solar power generation and space
utilization in agricultural settings.
LSCs consist of one or more solar cells attached to a
transparent plate, or waveguide, that has been doped with a
ﬂuorescent dye [16, 17]. Dye molecules can be dispersed
throughout the waveguiding material in what we refer to as
a “bulk-doped” device or applied in a concentrated layer to
the front or back of what is commonly called a “thin-ﬁlm”
device [18]. In both cases, the ﬂuorescent material serves to
absorb and reemit light inside the waveguide, where a significant fraction becomes trapped due to total internal reﬂection. Strategically placed solar cells mounted onto the
waveguides collect concentrated light and generate electricity. Due to their semitransparent designs, LSCs can be developed for a greater variety of applications than conventional
photovoltaics. Waveguides can be designed to absorb and
transmit desired portions of the electromagnetic spectrum,
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Figure 1: Conventional bulk-doped (a) and thin-ﬁlm (b) LSC designs utilizing edge-mounted solar cells. Front-facing bulk-doped (c) and
thin-ﬁlm (d) LSC designs. Dye molecules are dispersed throughout the waveguiding material in the bulk-doped device and applied in a
concentrated layer to the backside of the thin-ﬁlm device. Both designs rely on total internal reﬂection in the waveguide to concentrate light.

and LSC panels can be integrated into built environments as
power-generating windows [14, 19–23].
Most published LSC designs place solar cells on the edges
of waveguides in order to maximize light gain (Figures 1(a)
and 1(b)); however, some researchers have focused recent
eﬀorts on developing bottom-mounted, or front-facing,
designs (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)) [24–30]. By orienting the
solar cells to face the light source, they are able to collect
direct light in addition to concentrated light. On larger LSCs
with signiﬁcant distances between edges, front-facing cells
can also be strategically placed to minimize the average distance traveled by concentrated light in the waveguide.
Another advantage of front-facing designs is that they allow
designers to control the fraction of the LSC area that is
covered by solar cells. Front-facing LSCs with power conversion eﬃciencies of 6.8% have been fabricated by covering
31% of the device area with solar cells [24]. Other devices
have been able to double the photon ﬂux received by embedded solar cells with 5% solar cell coverage [24].
In addition to device geometry, dye selection and processing can signiﬁcantly impact LSC performance. Dye-dye and
dye-host interactions can cause quenching and/or selfabsorption losses, and waveguides often decrease in performance when dyes are highly concentrated or unevenly
distributed in their host matrix [31–33].
BASF’s Lumogen F Red 305 (LR305) is a soluble perylene
dye with a high ﬂuorescence quantum yield and high photostability, making it one of the most popular LSC dyes available [31–33]. LR305 is also a well-suited LSC material for
agricultural applications. When LR305 is suspended in
ethanol, polycarbonate, and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
absorbance maxima occur at 578, 573, and 560 nm, respectively, and emission maxima in these materials occur at
613, 597, and 590 nm, respectively [31]. Because most plants
rely on the red and blue portions of the solar spectrum,

LR305-based materials can avoid interfering with the wavelengths required for photosynthesis. In 2016, Corrado et al.
[19] demonstrated vegetable production underneath frontfacing LSC panels fabricated with LR305 in a demonstration
greenhouse. A follow-up study concluded that these greenhouse LSCs had no negative impacts on tomato production
and that some varieties of crops might respond positively to
the LSC greenhouse conditions [34]. Similar greenhouse
panels that oﬀer wavelength-selective power production have
since entered the marketplace, and there appears to be a
growing market for solar materials that also support growing
environments [35, 36]. As LSCs continue to be developed for
agricultural applications, there is an opportunity to develop
new devices that can be deployed in growing environments
that are ill-suited for rigid LSC panels. For curved and
uneven surfaces, like hoop houses, low tunnels, and open
ﬁelds, a ﬂexible LSC fabric would be far more easily deployed
and maintained.
A number of studies have developed ﬂexible LSCs
[28, 31, 37–41], and one of the most well-documented ﬂexible waveguide materials is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a
silicon-based organic polymer with high transparency,
ﬂexibility, and durability. Past research has demonstrated
successful edge-mounted LSCs using PDMS and LR305
[31, 42]; however, this study is the ﬁrst to utilize these
materials in a front-facing LSC design. After optimizing
bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm designs for dye concentration,
a detailed analysis of waveguide properties and light gains
is carried out to help guide future device development.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Device Fabrication. To begin the LSC fabrication process,
reference cells were prepared and characterized before
being incorporated into ﬁnished LSC devices. 17.5%
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Figure 2: Finished LSC devices. The bulk-doped LSC (a) has dye evenly distributed throughout the waveguide. The thin-ﬁlm LSC (b) has a
thin (~0.26 mm) layer of concentrated dye applied to the bottom surface. The front-facing solar cell can be seen in the center of both
ﬂexible devices.

eﬃcient MISOL monocrystalline solar cells were cut into
~1 cm × 1 cm reference cells using a diamond scribe, and
3 inches of tabbing wire were soldered onto the front
and back contacts. More precise reference cell areas were
measured using a HP Scanjet 8300 scanner and GIMP
image manipulation software for the calculation of reference
cell eﬃciencies. Finally, reference cells were electrically
characterized (see details in Section 2.3) and set aside until
the waveguides were fabricated.
Bulk-doped waveguides were constructed by combining
Dow Corning SYLGARD 184 base and curing agents with a
base to curing agent ratio of 10 : 1. BASF LR305, which was
stored in an 8 g/l toluene solution, was combined with the
SYLGARD 184 mixtures to achieve the desired device dye
concentrations. After combining thoroughly by hand, the
PDMS mixtures were poured into 7 cm diameter glass petri
dishes to form 4 mm thick ﬁlms. The PDMS mixtures were
placed into an evacuated vacuum oven until all air bubbles
were released and then heated for 30 minutes at 100°C to
cure. After removing the solid waveguides from the petri
dishes, reference cells were attached to the centers of the
waveguides using a small amount of the undoped SYLGARD
184 mixture. The materials were heated for an additional 10
minutes to complete the bulk-doped LSCs. We found that
the durability of ﬁnished LSCs could be signiﬁcantly
increased by attaching a thin layer of rigid material to the
back of the solar cells; however, this was not necessary for
the devices characterized in this study. A ﬁnished bulkdoped device is pictured in Figure 2(a).
The thin-ﬁlm device fabrication process began by modifying the bulk-doped procedure to produce clear waveguides
that contained no dye. After attaching reference cells to the
clear waveguides, SYLGARD 184 mixtures were created with
the desired thin-ﬁlm dye concentrations. 1 ml of the dye mixtures was poured onto the back of each waveguide, spread
with a spatula, and allowed to settle for one hour on a level
surface. The devices were heated for an additional 10 minutes
at 100°C to cure the dye-containing layers. A ﬁnished thinﬁlm device is pictured in Figure 2(b).

It is worth recognizing that our “thin-ﬁlm” LSCs belong
to a broader class of designs that contain concentrated layers
of dye on the top or bottom surfaces of the waveguide. The
dye-containing layers used in this study, however, would
not be considered “thin-ﬁlms” by the standards of modern
materials science. Our fabrication methods deposited ﬁlms
that were approximately 0.26 mm thick.
In this experiment, bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm LSCs were
fabricated and tested with concentrations ranging from 0.02
to 0.50 g/l and 0.25 to 1.00 g/l, respectively. 3 LSCs were constructed at 7 concentrations for each device type. The 42
LSCs considered in this study were optically and electrically
characterized as described in the sections below.
2.2. Optical Characterization. Absorbance and transmittance
measurements of LSC waveguides were carried out on an
Ocean Optics spectroscopy system with USB2000+ spectrometer, LS-1 light source, and SpectraSuite software.
Absorbance spectra of bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm LSCs allow
us to compare light collection in the two designs. Transmittance values are compared to the absorbance spectra of plant
pigments to assess LSC compatibility with growing environments. For reference, the optical properties of LR305-doped
PDMS waveguides have been studied in greater detail by
Buﬀa et al. [31] and Steinbruck et al. [43].
2.3. Electrical Characterization. I-V curves of naked reference
cells and ﬁnished LSCs were measured with an AM1.5 AbetTechnologies SunLite 11002 solar simulator and Keithley
2400 SourceMeter. During characterization, the LSCs were
situated above a sheet of 83% reﬂective oﬃce paper by placing 1.6 mm foam spacers underneath the center and outer
edges of the LSCs. A 4 mm strip of 83% reﬂective paper
was also taped around the outer edges of the devices to standardize test conditions across devices and measurements.
Short circuit currents, open circuit voltages, ﬁll factors, and
power conversion eﬃciencies were calculated from the I-V
curves of each LSC before and after the attachment of the
reference cells to quantify changes in light collection. The
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Figure 3: Electrical characterization of a bulk-doped LSC device
pressed over a 5 cm bend tool. The LSC is placed above and inside
of the 83% reﬂective paper. Due to the rigid solar cell placed in the
device center, only regions outside the 1 cm × 1 cm square were
allowed to bend.

majority of this study’s analysis focuses on changes to the
short circuit current, which are directly proportional to
changes in the photon ﬂux received by the reference cells.
We deﬁne light gain as follows:
Light gain =

I LSC−short circuit

I Reference cell−short circuit

1

After the initial device characterization, a masking experiment was carried out to compare light collection from diﬀerent locations on the LSC surfaces. Masks were created to
shade the perimeter regions of each device from incident
light, and light gains were measured over a range of mask
radii. Light gains were then divided by the exposed areas,
and values were compared in order to highlight diﬀerences
between the inner and outer regions of the LSC devices.
Bent devices were also electrically characterized to investigate the impacts of bending on light concentration. Like the
above measurements, LSCs were placed 1.6 mm above 83%
reﬂective paper. Both the paper and the LSCs were pressed
over bend tools (partial cylinders with radii of curvature
between 2 and 8 cm) and characterized with I-V curves. For
clarity, Figure 3 provides an image of a bulk-doped LSC being
characterized over a 5 cm bend tool.
Device performances during the bending experiments
were calculated according to
Bent performance =

I Bent LSC − I Ref cell
I Flat LSC − I Ref cell

2

Following this equation, short circuit current measurements of the naked reference cells were subtracted from the
short circuit currents of completed, bent LSCs in order to
isolate light gains attributed to concentrated light in the
waveguide (as opposed to the collection of direct light). These
values were then scaled by their unbent values so that trends
could be easily compared across devices.

Bulk-doped best fit

0.8

1.0

Thin-film devices
Thin-film best fit

Figure 4: Light gains of bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm devices plotted
against dye concentration. Bulk-doped devices were optimized for
light gain with LR305 concentrations between 0.075 and 0.175 g/l.
Thin-ﬁlm devices were optimized between 0.5 and 0.75 g/l. Best ﬁt
second-order polynomials are included to visualize trends in each
data set.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of Dye Concentrations. Both bulk-doped
and thin-ﬁlm LSCs were fabricated over a range of dye
concentrations and characterized so that light gains could
be compared. Figure 3 presents the light gains of all 42
LSCs considered in this study and shows that individual
devices varied in performance by up to 5% even when
they utilized the same design and dye concentration. These
diﬀerences were likely due to minor variations in device
construction. Bonds between device layers and dye distributions varied slightly between LSCs as did the sizes and placements of solar cells and contacts.
Despite these diﬀerences, the light gains in both sets of
devices were clearly correlated with dye concentration.
Figure 4 indicates that bulk-doped devices were optimized
with LR305 concentrations between 0.075 and 0.175 g/l.
These values are consistent with the optimized concentrations found by Buﬀa et al. [31] for side-mounted LSCs made
from LR305 and PDMS.
Because thin-ﬁlm devices utilized thinner layers of luminescent material, higher dye concentrations were necessary
to maintain light absorption. The thin-ﬁlm LSCs in this study
exhibited their highest light gains between 0.5 and 0.75 g/l,
which is signiﬁcantly lower than previously published
thin-ﬁlm LSCs made with LR305 and PMMA [33, 44].
Dye aggregation issues documented in previous studies of
LR305 and PDMS may be responsible for limiting performance at higher concentrations [31].
3.2. Individual Devices. The individual bulk-doped and thinﬁlm LSCs with the largest light gains are characterized in
greater detail below. The IV curves of reference cells and
completed LSCs presented in Figure 5 allowed for the calculations of the eﬃciencies and light gains presented in
Table 1.While the thin-ﬁlm device with 0.65 g/l dye
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Figure 5: IV curves of optimized bulk-doped (a) and thin-ﬁlm (b) LSCs and reference cells. Open circuit voltages and short circuit current
both experience gains with increased irradiance. The relatively low open circuit voltages of the naked reference cells may suggest that a
relatively high fraction of incident light was obstructed by contacts and tabbing wire located on the cell surface.

Table 1: Characteristics of optimized bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm LSCs.
Device structure
Bulk-doped
Thin ﬁlm

Dye concentration (g/l)

Light gain

Ref. cell eﬃciency (%)

Final device eﬃciency (%)

0.075
0.65

1.86
1.89

6.43
5.76

0.37
0.39

concentration recorded a slightly greater light gain than the
0.075 g/l bulk-doped device, the two values were within the
ranges of experimental uncertainty observed between similarly constructed devices. In an earlier study of thin-ﬁlm,
front-facing devices made with LR305 and PMMA, Corrado
et al. [24] demonstrated a light gain of 1.85 for LSCs with the
same cell size (1 cm × 1 cm) and coverage (2.6%) as the
devices in this study. This value is 3% less than the optimized
light gains in this study, suggesting that ﬂexible devices can
be constructed with PDMS as opposed to PMMA without
sacriﬁcing light concentration.
The eﬃciencies of optimized bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm
LSCs were 0.37% and 0.39%, respectively. These values are
lower than many previously published front-facing LSCs
[24, 29, 30] for two major reasons. First, the LSCs in this
study were designed to optimize light gain rather than device
eﬃciency. As a result, a relatively small fraction (2.6%) of the
LSC areas were covered with solar cells, resulting in lower
eﬃciencies. Secondly, the hand-cut and soldered reference
cells had relatively low eﬃciencies before they were incorporated into completed LSCs. The relatively low open circuit
voltages of the naked reference cells in Figure 5 suggest that
a relatively high fraction of incident light was obstructed by
contacts and tabbing wire located on the cell surface. While
this should not have had a signiﬁcant impact on light gain
measurements and calculations, it did negatively impact on

overall LSC eﬃciency. If future devices could achieve the
same light gains using record-holding 26.7% eﬃcient monocrystalline cells, these LSC designs could theoretically achieve
eﬃciencies of 1.29% for bulk-doped devices and 1.31% for
thin-ﬁlm devices [45].
3.3. Waveguide Absorption. Bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm LSCs
produced similar light gains, but the two designs exhibited
important diﬀerences in their optical properties. If the dye
properties and light collection processes remained consistent
between devices, we would expect the thin-ﬁlm and bulkdoped LSCs to be optimized with similar optical densities
and similar dye quantities (even if the dye might be more
concentrated in the thin-ﬁlm construction) [46]. However,
the optimized thin-ﬁlm LSC contained 58% less dye than
the optimized bulk-doped device, and absorbance values in
Figure 6 demonstrate that the thin-ﬁlm LSC exhibited lower
absorbance values across the spectrum. While both waveguides demonstrate an absorbance peak at 565 nm, the
thin-ﬁlm absorbance in this region is almost 56% less than
the bulk-doped measurement. One possible explanation
for the low optical densities of optimized thin-ﬁlm LSCs
is that dye interactions were limiting device performance
at higher concentrations.
These results are supported by studies that have characterized LR305-doped PDMS in greater detail. Steinbruck
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Figure 6: Absorbance spectra of bulk-doped, thin-ﬁlm, and clear
LSC waveguides. The thin-ﬁlm waveguide had a 56% lower
absorbance than the bulk-doped waveguide at 565 nm. Quenching
and self-absorption may limit thin-ﬁlm device performance at
higher dye concentrations, resulting in devices that are optimized
with lower optical densities.
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Figure 7: LSC light gains per unit exposed area during masking
experiments. The thin-ﬁlm device was more eﬀective at collecting
direct light. The bulk-doped device was more eﬀective at collecting
concentrated light from the waveguide.

3.4. Light Gain and Aperture. To compare light collection
from the inner regions (near the device center) and outer
regions (near the device perimeter) of the ﬁnished LSCs, light
gains were measured while the device perimeters were
shaded from incident light. Figure 7 presents the light gains
per unit of exposed area for the optimized bulk-doped and
thin-ﬁlm LSCs. Bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm devices both
exhibited similar trends to previously characterized rigid
devices [24, 29, 30]. Light gain contributions were greatest
near the device centers due to the capture of direct light
and the short travelling distance for concentrated light.
At locations closer to the device perimeters, the light gain
contributions were diminished due to dye and waveguide
reabsorption.
The thin-ﬁlm device in Figure 7 outperformed the bulkdoped device at smaller apertures due to diﬀerences in the
waveguide properties above the solar cell. Unlike the thinﬁlm device, the bulk-doped solar cell was mounted beneath
a waveguide that contained dye, and this dye absorbed and
reemitted some direct light before it could be collected by
the solar cell. Because the bulk-doped and thin-ﬁlm devices
performed similarly when most or all of the device surfaces
were exposed to incoming light, we conclude that the bulkdoped device was more eﬀective at collecting concentrated
light from the outer regions of the waveguide. Poor light harvesting from the thin-ﬁlm waveguide is consistent with the
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1.0

et al. [43] found that LR305 is prone to aggregation in PDMS
due to low solubility. Similarly, Buﬀa et al. [31] observed
quenching and self-absorption losses in PDMS waveguides
when concentrations of LR305 exceeded 0.1 g/l. The optimized thin-ﬁlm LSC in this study had a concentration of
0.65 g/l (well above 0.1 g/l) suggesting that thin-ﬁlm devices
were limited to lower optical densities than the bulk-doped
LSCs due to increased quenching and self-absorption losses
at higher dye concentrations.
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Figure 8: Bent waveguide performance. Values represent the bent
waveguide light gains scaled by the ﬂat waveguide light gains. Both
devices performed similarly to predicted values determined by the
fraction of light intercepted by the bent geometry.

lower waveguide absorbance and possible dye interactions
found in Section 3.3.
3.5. Device Bending. Bent devices were characterized to
explore the feasibility of deploying front-facing LSCs on
curved and/or uneven surfaces. Figure 8 shows the bent
waveguide performance when the optimized devices were
curved over bend tools with radii between 8 and 2 cm. To
quantify our bend performance, short circuit currents of
device reference cells were subtracted from the short circuit
currents of the ﬁnished devices and the results were scaled
by the corresponding unbent values (see equation (2)).
Figure 8 indicates that the optimized thin-ﬁlm LSC was
less impacted than the bulk-doped devices at small bend
radii. This result is consistent with the masking results
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Figure 9: Waveguide transmittance and normalized absorbance of
chlorophylls a and b in diethyl ether. Waveguides of both devices
primarily concentrate wavelengths between 500 and 600 nm and
transmit the majority of the light absorbed by the two primary
plant pigments. The optimized thin-ﬁlm LSC transmits more light
due to its lower optical density. Absorbance measurements were
taken from Lichtenthaler [47].

discussed in Section 3.4. More extreme bending disproportionately impacted light collection near the device perimeters where reabsorption losses had their greatest impact.
The thin-ﬁlm device was less impacted by this bending
due to the losses that were already occurring near the
LSC perimeter.
In a study on ﬂexible LSCs made with monocrystalline
μ-cells, Yoon et al. [28] found that light gains in bent
devices were proportional to the areas of the bent devices
projected onto a plane normal to the incident light. To
test devices in this study against this trend, values for projected device areas were expressed as fraction of ﬂat device
areas and included in Figure 8. The LSCs in this study
followed the predicted trend with the exception of the
thin-ﬁlm device at the 2 cm bend radius. The general
agreement with the predicted values for both LSCs is consistent with ﬁndings from Tummeltshammer et al. [41]
who showed that the moderate bending of ﬂexible waveguides does not signiﬁcantly increase escape cone losses.
3.6. Growing Environment. Optical measurements of our
optimized waveguides provide insight into the agricultural
growing environments that could be supported underneath
the LSC materials considered in this study. Figure 9 presents
waveguide transmittance values alongside the absorbance
spectra of chlorophylls a and b, the primary photoreceptor
pigments in photosynthesis. Absorbance spectra, taken from
Lichtenthaler [47], demonstrate that chlorophyll a absorbs
most strongly at 428 nm and 660 nm and chlorophyll b
absorbs most strongly at 452.2 nm and 641.8 nm. All of these
values are distinct from the minimum waveguide transmittance at 565 nm.
More than 95% of photosynthetically active light in the
red portion of the solar spectrum was transmitted through
the optimized LSC waveguides. However, transmittance was
signiﬁcantly diminished at photosynthetically active blue
wavelengths due to the broad shoulder of the LR305

absorption peak. The transmittance of the optimized bulkdoped waveguide at 426 nm, for example, was only 57%.
The thin-ﬁlm waveguide transmitted a larger fraction of
these blue wavelengths, due to its lower dye content and optical density. Because the thin-ﬁlm design both absorbed less
light than the bulk-doped design and emitted less downshifted light from the surfaces of the waveguide, the two
waveguides exhibited similar transmittance values in the
red portion of the spectrum.
Despite the altered spectrum created by the LR305PDMS layers, this LSC technology still holds promise for
applications in agricultural operations. The impacts of these
waveguides on incident spectra are nearly identical to those
documented in LR305-PMMA/glass greenhouse panels that
successfully supported tomato production in past studies
[19, 34]. Researchers in one study also noted that crop
varieties have varied responses to altered spectra and some
varieties may beneﬁt from reduced levels of blue light [34].
The best designs for future growing conditions will almost
certainly depend on the needs of the speciﬁc plant varieties being grown.

4. Conclusions
In this study, the ﬁrst ﬂexible front-facing LSCs utilizing
LR305 and PDMS were demonstrated. Bulk-doped devices
were optimized for light gain with LR305 concentrations
between 0.075 and 0.175 g/l. Thin-ﬁlm devices were optimized between 0.5 and 0.75 g/l. The two device constructions
demonstrated similar light gains to comparable rigid devices
made with PMMA and LR305. Bulk-doped devices proved to
be less eﬀective at collecting direct light, and thin-ﬁlm devices
appeared less eﬀective at concentrating light due to quenching and self-absorption losses at higher dye concentrations.
Light collection was minimally impacted by moderate bending in both LSC designs, suggesting that ﬂexible, front-facing
devices could be developed into eﬀective tools for power
generation on curved and uneven surfaces.
Our data suggest that quenching and self-absorption
losses are important limiting factors in LR305-PDMS LSCs.
Future research should be carried out to quantify escape cone
and nonunity quantum yield losses in ﬂexible, front-facing
devices. Another area of inquiry is to explore other ﬂexible
host materials such as polymethylphenylsiloxane (PMPS)
and polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
Transmittance measurements of the optimized waveguides in this study suggest that both designs signiﬁcantly
alter the potential growing conditions underneath the
devices. In particular, they signiﬁcantly reduce the amount
of blue light that plants would receive if these technologies
were to be installed above crops in agricultural settings. However, past studies on rigid LSC panels suggest these conditions can still support productive growing environments
[34]. LSCs modeled after our bulk-doped designs would support growing environments with less blue light than those
modeled after our thin-ﬁlm designs, but the best designs for
future growing conditions will depend on the needs of the
speciﬁc plant varieties being grown.
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Future research is still needed to better understand how
speciﬁc crop varieties respond to these altered spectra
(in particular, reduced levels of blue light). Another area
of concern is the long-term durability of LR305-PDMS
devices in outdoor environments. For this reason, a variety
of UV stabilizers and ﬂexible host materials should be considered and subjected to reliability and durability testing.
Additional prototypes should also be developed to optimize
device parameters such as durability, waveguide thickness,
solar cell size, cell placement, and growing environment.
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